**Performance Notes: 'Let's Dance'**

Oh my Lord what a track!! Tony Thompson is one of my favourite drummers ever. This track is so fat! Tony Thompson was the King of heavy hitting quarter note grooves. Power Funk!
The combo of David Bowie with Nile Rodgers and his Chic drummer Tony Thompson is a winner.

Let's marvel over Tony's control and musicality in the verses.
He synchs perfectly with the bass line. This is NOT an easy groove to make feel great.

---

At bar 22 the groove flattens out a bit and sounds smoother. Tony stops playing the staccato quarters and relaxes into the more comfortable subdivision for this tempo. 8th notes on the hats.

---

Another highlight of this track for me is the use of dynamics. Can you feel the drama created by that massive 4 bar crescendo at the intro? Then BAM! Tony rips out a vicious snare/kick combo and trademark flam.

Tony Thompson takes no prisoners. You HAVE to listen to his stellar work with 'Chic' and 80's supergroup 'The Power Station'.